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Abstract. Techniques for automatic program recognition, at the algo-
rithmic level, could be of high interest for the area of Software Mainte-
nance, in particular for knowledge based reengineering, because the selec-
tion of suitable restructuring strategies is mainly driven by algorithmic
features of the code. In this paper a formalism for the specification of
algorithmic concepts, based on an automated hierarchical concept pars-
ing recognition technique, is presented. Based on this technique is the
design and development of ALCOR, a production rule based system for
automatic recognition of algorithmic concepts within programs, aimed
at support of knowledge based reengineering for high performance.

1 Introduction

The automatization of program comprehension techniques, even if limited to
the algorithmic level, could be of high interest for the area of Software Main-
tenance, in particular for knowledge based reengineering to improve program
performance.

We have designed and developed an original technique for automatic algo-
rithmic concept recognition, based on production rule-based hierarchical concept
parsing.

Based on this technique is the development of ALCOR [2], a tool for auto-
matic recognition of algorithmic concepts within programs, aimed at support of
program restructuring and porting for high performance [3]. First order logic
programming, and Prolog in particular, has been utilized to perform the hier-
archical concept parsing, thus taking advantage of Prolog’s deductive inference
rule engine. The input code is C, and the recognition of algorithmic concept
instances within it is performed without any supervision from the user. The
code recognition is nevertheless partial (only the concept instances specified in
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theÿAlcor’sÿinferentialÿengineÿareÿrecognized)ÿandÿlimitedÿtoÿtheÿfunctionalÿ(al-
gorithmic)ÿlevel:ÿconceptsÿrelatedÿtoÿtheÿapplicationÿdomainÿlevelÿofÿtheÿsource
codeÿaren’tÿtakenÿintoÿconsideration,ÿinÿorderÿtoÿdesignÿaÿcompletelyÿautomatic
procedure.ÿTheseÿlimitationsÿareÿneverthelessÿirrelevant,ÿdueÿtoÿtheÿpurposeÿof
recognition:ÿtoÿdriveÿparallelizationÿstrategies,ÿtheÿalgorithmicÿlevelÿcomprehen-
sionÿisÿsufficient,ÿandÿitÿcanÿbeÿappliedÿonÿpartialÿportionsÿofÿtheÿcode.

Inÿthisÿpaperÿweÿdescribeÿaÿformalismÿforÿtheÿ specificationÿofÿalgorithmic
conceptsÿrecognition,ÿbasedÿonÿhigherÿorderÿattributedÿgrammars.

Theÿpaperÿproceedsÿasÿ follows:ÿanÿoverviewÿofÿtheÿdevelopedÿtechniqueÿ is
presentedÿinÿ sec.ÿ2;ÿ inÿsec.ÿ3ÿweÿdescribeÿaÿformalismÿforÿtheÿspecificationÿof
algorithmicÿconceptsÿrecognition,ÿbasedÿonÿhigherÿorderÿattributedÿgrammars.
Sec.ÿ4ÿprovidesÿwithÿexamplesÿofÿspecificationÿofÿalgorithmicÿconcepts.

2ÿ TheÿRecognitionÿStrategy

Theÿ recognitionÿstrategyÿ isÿbasedÿonÿhierarchicalÿparsingÿofÿalgorithmicÿcon-
cepts.ÿTheÿrecognitionÿprocessÿisÿrepresentedÿasÿaÿhierarchicalÿabstractionÿpro-
cess,ÿstartingÿfromÿanÿintermediateÿrepresentationÿofÿtheÿcodeÿatÿtheÿstructural
levelÿinÿwhichÿbaseÿconceptsÿareÿrecognized;ÿtheseÿbecomeÿcomponentsÿofÿstruc-
turedÿconceptsÿinÿaÿrecursiveÿway.ÿ Suchÿa ÿhierarchicalÿabstractionÿprocessÿcan
beÿmodeledÿasÿaÿhierarchicalÿparsing,ÿdrivenÿbyÿconceptÿrecognitionÿrules,ÿwhich
actsÿonÿaÿdescriptionÿofÿconceptÿinstancesÿrecognizedÿwithinÿtheÿcode.

Theÿconceptÿrecognitionÿrulesÿareÿtheÿproductionÿrulesÿofÿtheÿparsing:ÿthey
describeÿtheÿsetÿofÿcharacteristicsÿthatÿallowÿforÿtheÿidentificationÿofÿanÿalgorith-
micÿconceptÿinstanceÿwithinÿtheÿcode.

Theÿcharacteristicsÿidentifyingÿanÿalgorithmicÿconceptÿcanÿbeÿinformallyÿde-
finedÿasÿtheÿwayÿsomeÿabstractÿentitiesÿ(theÿsubconcepts),ÿwhichÿrepresentsÿaÿset
ofÿstatementsÿandÿvariablesÿlinkedÿbyÿaÿfunctionality,ÿareÿrelatedÿandÿorganized
withinÿaÿspecificÿabstractÿcontrolÿstructure.ÿByÿ“abstractÿcontrolÿstructure”ÿwe
meanÿstructuralÿrelationships,ÿsuchÿasÿcontrolÿflow,ÿdataÿflow,ÿcontrolÿandÿdata
dependence,ÿandÿcallingÿrelationships.

Moreÿspecifically,ÿeachÿrecognitionÿruleÿspecifiesÿtheÿrelatedÿconceptÿinÿaÿre-
cursiveÿway,ÿbyÿmeansÿof:

–ÿaÿcompositionalÿhierarchy,ÿ recursivelyÿspecifiedÿthroughÿtheÿsetÿofÿsubcon-
ceptsÿdirectlyÿcomposingÿtheÿconcept,ÿandÿtheirÿcompositionalÿhierarchies;

–ÿaÿsetÿofÿconditionsÿandÿconstraints,ÿtoÿbeÿfulfilledÿbyÿ theÿcomposingÿsub-
concepts,ÿandÿrelationshipsÿamongÿthemÿ(whichÿcouldÿinvolveÿsubconcepts
atÿdifferentÿ levelsÿinÿtheÿcompositionalÿhierarchy,ÿ thusÿnotÿonlyÿtheÿdirect
subconcepts).

Inÿsectionÿ3ÿaÿformalismÿforÿtheÿspecificationÿofÿtheÿrecognitionÿrulesÿisÿpre-
sented.

Theÿpropertiesÿandÿrelationshipsÿwhichÿcharacterizeÿtheÿcomposingÿconcepts
haveÿbeenÿchosenÿinÿsuchÿaÿwayÿtoÿprivilegeÿtheÿstructuralÿcharacteristicsÿrespect
toÿtheÿsyntacticÿones.ÿWeÿhaveÿdecidedÿtoÿgiveÿtheÿdataÿandÿcontrolÿdependence
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relationshipsÿaÿpeculiarÿrole:ÿtheyÿbecomeÿtheÿcharacteristicsÿthatÿspecifyÿthe
abstractÿcontrolÿstructureÿamongÿconcepts.ÿForÿthisÿpurpose,ÿtheyÿundergoÿan
abstractionÿprocessÿduringÿrecognition,ÿsuchÿasÿtheÿconceptÿabstractionÿprocess.
Thisÿabstractionÿhasÿbeenÿrepresentedÿbyÿtheÿintroductionÿofÿtheÿnotionsÿofÿab-
stractÿcontrolÿandÿdataÿdependenceÿamongÿconceptÿinstances.ÿTheÿsetÿofÿabstract
dataÿandÿ controlÿdependenceÿ relationshipsÿ isÿproducedÿwithinÿ theÿ contextÿof
theÿconceptÿparsingÿprocess,ÿandÿisÿexplicitlyÿrepresentedÿwithinÿtheÿprogram
representationÿatÿtheÿalgorithmicÿlevel.

Theÿdirectionÿofÿtheÿconceptÿparsingÿhasÿbeenÿchosenÿtoÿbeÿtop-downÿ(descen-
dentÿparsing).ÿThisÿchoiceÿisÿmotivatedÿbyÿtheÿparticularÿtaskÿofÿtheÿrecognition
facilitiesÿinÿtheÿframeworkÿofÿtheÿparallelizationÿprocess.ÿSinceÿweÿareÿinterested
inÿfindingÿinstancesÿofÿparallelizableÿalgorithmicÿpatternsÿinÿtheÿcode,ÿanÿalgo-
rithmicÿrecognitionÿofÿtheÿwholeÿcodeÿisÿnotÿmandatory:ÿthusÿaÿtop-downÿparsing
(demand-driven),ÿwhichÿleadsÿtoÿpartialÿcodeÿrecognition,ÿisÿsuitable,ÿandÿallows
forÿaÿmuchÿdeeperÿpruningÿofÿtheÿsearchÿspaceÿassociatedÿwithÿtheÿhierarchical
parsingÿthanÿtheÿbottom-upÿapproach.

Theÿbaseÿconcepts,ÿstartingÿpointsÿofÿtheÿhierarchicalÿabstractionÿprocess,
areÿchosenÿamongÿtheÿelementsÿofÿtheÿintermediateÿcodeÿrepresentationÿatÿthe
structuralÿlevel.ÿTheÿcodeÿrepresentationÿatÿtheÿstructuralÿlevelÿ(basicÿrepresen-
tation)ÿisÿthusÿaÿkeyÿfeatureÿthatÿaffectsÿtheÿeffectivenessÿandÿgeneralityÿofÿthe
recognitionÿprocedure;ÿweÿhaveÿchosenÿtheÿProgramÿDependenceÿGraphÿ[4]ÿrepre-
sentation,ÿslightlyÿaugmentedÿwithÿsyntacticalÿinformationÿ(e.g.ÿtree-likeÿstruc-
turesÿrepresentingÿexpressionsÿforÿeachÿstatementÿnode)ÿandÿcontrolÿandÿdata
dependenceÿ informationÿ (edgesÿaugmentedÿe.g.ÿwithÿcontrolÿbranchÿandÿdata
dependenceÿlevel,ÿtype,ÿdependenceÿvariable).ÿTwoÿmainÿfeaturesÿmakeÿthisÿrep-
resentationÿsuitableÿforÿourÿapproach:ÿ(1)ÿtheÿstructuralÿinformationÿ(dataÿand
controlÿdependence),ÿonÿwhichÿtheÿrecognitionÿprocessÿrelies,ÿisÿexplicitlyÿrep-
resented;ÿ(2)ÿit’sÿanÿinherentlyÿdelocalizedÿcodeÿrepresentation,ÿandÿthisÿplays
anÿimportantÿroleÿinÿsolvingÿtheÿproblemÿofÿconceptÿdelocalization.ÿAnÿoverall
AbstractÿProgramÿRepresentationÿ isÿgeneratedÿduringÿtheÿ recognitionÿprocess.
ItÿhasÿtheÿstructureÿofÿaÿHierarchicalÿPDGÿ(HPDG),ÿreflectingÿtheÿhierarchical
strategyÿofÿtheÿrecognitionÿprocess.

3 A Formalism for the Specification of Algorithmic
Concepts Recognition

Attributedÿgrammarsÿ[8]ÿhaveÿbeenÿselectedÿasÿformalismÿforÿtheÿspecification
ofÿtheÿrecognitionÿrulesÿofÿtheÿhierarchicalÿconceptÿparsing.ÿItsÿeffectivenessÿto
specifyÿrelationshipsÿamongÿstructuredÿinformations,ÿwellÿexploitedÿforÿtheÿspeci-
ficationÿandÿstructuralÿanalysisÿofÿprogrammingÿlanguages,ÿmakesÿthisÿformalism
suitableÿforÿtheÿprogramÿanalysisÿatÿtheÿalgorithmicÿlevelÿtoo.

CG = ÿ(G,A,R,C)ÿisÿthusÿourÿConceptÿGrammar,ÿwithÿG = ÿ(T,N, P, Z)ÿits
associatedÿcontext-freeÿgrammar.

Inÿtheÿfollowingÿtheÿseveralÿcomponentsÿofÿtheÿgrammarÿareÿdescribed,ÿto-
getherÿwithÿtheirÿrelationshipsÿwithÿtheÿrecognitionÿprocess.
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The set of terminal symbols of the grammar, T , represents the base concepts.
These are terminals of the hierarchical abstraction process: they are thus ele-
ments of the program representation at the structural level. We give the role of
base concepts to the elements of the structural representation which represent
the executable program statements. The set of grammar terminals is thus, for
Fortran 77: T = {do, assign, if}

The set of nonterminal symbols of the grammar,N , represents the algorithmic
concepts recognized by the concept parsing.

The set of start symbols of the grammar, Z, represents the subset of algo-
rithmic concepts, named PAPs (Parallelizable Algorithmic Patterns), which are
associated with a specific set of parallelization strategies.

The set of production rules of the grammar, P , specifies the composition of
the concepts represented by the lhs non-terminal symbols, and the relationships
and constraints to be fulfilled by the instances of their subconcepts, represented
by the rhs symbols.

The syntax of a production rule is as follows:

Rule =
rule concept →

composition
{ subconcept }

condition
[ local LocalAttributes ]
{ Condition }

attribution
{ AttributionRule }

LocalAttributes =
attribute : Type { attribute : Type }

concept ∈ N
subconcept ∈ N ∪ T
attribute ∈ A
Condition ∈ C
AttributionRule ∈ R

A production rule specifies:

– a set {subconcept} of (terminal and nonterminal) symbols which represent
the set of subconcepts composing the concept represented by the lhs symbol
concept;

– the set {Condition} of the production’s conditions; it represents the set of
relationships and constraints the subconcept instances of the set {subcon-
cept} have to fulfill in order for an instance of concept to be recognized;

– the set {AttributionRule} of the production’s attribution rules. These assign
values to the attributes of the recognized concept, utilizing the values of at-
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tributes of the composing subconcepts (in this way we restrict the attributes
of the grammar CG to be only synthesized ones).

Optionally, local attributes can be defined (the definition is marked by the key-
word local).

The set of grammar conditions, C, is composed of predicates, or predicative
functions, defined as follows:

Conditions =
| Condition & Conditions
| Condition ’|’ Conditions
| ¬ Conditions
| if Conditions then Conditions [ else Conditions ]

Condition =
| [(] Conditions [)]
| condition ( [ ParameterList ] )
| [’{’] ParameterList [’}’] := condition ( [ ParameterList ] )
| attribute = attribute
| attribute $= attribute
| attribute ∈ attributelist
| ∀ Condition Condition
| ∃ Condition s.t. Condition

ParameterList =
Parameters { , Parameters }

Parameters =
| [ attribute : ] Type
| ( [ attribute : ] Type ’|’ [ attribute : ] Type )

Conditions have grammar attributes, of different types, as parameters; in
the case of predicative functions, they return a set of values (to be assigned to
attributes of the corresponding type) if the condition on the input parameters is
verified, and an undefined value otherwise. The conditions present in a grammar
rule represent the constraints the corresponding concept has to fulfill, or the
relationships among its composing subconcepts. The conditions represent con-
straints imposed to the parsing process, because if one of them is not satisfied,
the current application of the corresponding rule fails, and the corresponding
concept instance is not recognized. Conditions can be composed, by means of
the usual logical connectives, the universal and existential quantifiers can be uti-
lized, and alternatives can be tested by means of the conditional connective if.
Conditions can applied to local attributes, and to attributes of symbols at the
right hand side of the production. This constraint, together with the presence
of synthesized attributes only, ensures that all the attributes which could be
needed by a condition assume defined values when the rule is fired. This allows
for the conditions’ verification to be performed during the parsing process.
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Theÿsetÿofÿgrammarÿattributes,ÿA,ÿisÿcomposedÿofÿtheÿattributesÿassociated
toÿ theÿgrammarÿsymbols.ÿAsÿalreadyÿmentioned,ÿ theÿ attributesÿassociatedÿto
aÿconceptÿaddÿanÿauxiliaryÿsemanticalÿinformationÿtoÿtheÿsemanticalÿmeaning
representedÿbyÿtheÿconcept;ÿinÿaddition,ÿtheyÿpermitÿtoÿverifyÿconstraintsÿand
propertiesÿofÿtheÿconcept,ÿandÿrelationshipsÿamongÿconcepts;ÿfinally,ÿtheyÿchar-
acterizeÿtheÿparticularÿinstancesÿofÿtheÿconcept:ÿtwoÿoccurrencesÿofÿaÿgrammar
symbol,ÿpresentingÿdifferentÿvaluesÿforÿatÿleastÿoneÿattribute,ÿrepresentÿtwoÿdif-
ferentÿinstancesÿofÿtheÿsameÿconcept.

4ÿ ExamplesÿofÿAlgorithmicÿConcepts’ÿSpecifications

Weÿ nowÿhighlightÿ theÿ flexibilityÿ andÿ expressivityÿ powerÿofÿ theÿ formalismÿ for
theÿspecificationÿofÿtheÿhierarchy,ÿ theÿconstraintsÿandÿtheÿrelationshipsÿamong
conceptsÿthroughÿanÿexample.

Theÿalgorithmicÿconceptÿweÿconsiderÿisÿtheÿmatrix-matrixÿproduct,ÿandÿthe
conceptÿvector-matrixÿproduct,ÿwhichÿisÿtheÿsubconceptÿofÿtheÿprevious.ÿDueÿto
spaceÿrestrictions,ÿweÿleaveÿunexplained,ÿevenÿthoughÿweÿmention,ÿallÿtheÿother
hierarchicallyÿcomposingÿsubconcepts.ÿTheÿgenericÿvector-matrixÿproductÿopera-
tionÿisÿusuallyÿdefinedÿ(inÿaÿformÿwhichÿincludesÿapplicationÿtoÿmultidimensional
arrays)ÿas:

VMPhkl =
[· · · , DPhk

m , · · ·] =

[
· · · ,

∑
i

e(A(· · · , hi, · · ·) ×B(· · · , ki, · · · , l
m, · · ·)), · · ·

(1)

where DPhk is the generic dot product operation, where e(x) is a linear
expression with respect to x, whose coefficient is invariant with respect to the i
index of the sum. The vector-matrix operation involves the h-th dimension od
the A array (the “vector”) and the k-th and l-th dimensions of the array B (the
“matrix”). The result is a monodimensional array, which can be assigned to a
column of a multidimensional array.

The recognition rule for the matrix vector product is presented in figure 1,
with related attributes presented in table 1. We illustrate the 1 in the following.

Its main component is the dot product concept. The other components are
two instances of the scan concept. The first scan instance (scan[1]) scans a
dimension of the array, which records the result: this is specified by verifying
that the scan statement is an assignment (to elements of the scanned array), sink
of a dependence chain whose source is the assignment statement which records
the result of the dot product. The second scan instance (scan[2]) scans the l-th
dimension (cfr. eq: 1) of one of the arrays involved in the dot product. It has to
be of course different from the dimension (k-th in 1) involved in the dot product.
The two scans must share their count loop subconcepts, in order to scan the
two dimensions of the two arrays at the same time. These dimensions have to be
completely scanned, in sequence (for both the scan concepts, the range attribute
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Table 1. Attributes of the matrix vector product concept.

Attributes kind

in : instance

hier : hierarchy

vector struct :

struct of
ident : identifyer
inst : expression
dot prod subscr exp : expression
dot prod subscr pos : integer
dot prod index : identifyer

endstruct

matrix struct :

struct of
ident : identifyer
inst : expression
dot prod subscr exp : expression
dot prod subscr pos : integer
dot prod index : identifyer
matr vec subscr exp : expression
matr vec subscr pos : integer
matr vec index : identifyer

endstruct

res vector struct :

struct of
ident : identifyer
inst : expression
matr vec subscr exp : expression
matr vec subscr pos : integer
matr vec index : identifyer

endstruct

must be whole and step must be sweep). Finally, the dot product instance must
be control dependent from the scan[1] instance.

The matrix-matrix product operation is defined in terms of the matrix-vector
product, as:

MMP hskl =
[· · · , V MPhkl

m , · · ·] =


 · · · · · · · · ·
· · · DPhk

mn · · ·
· · · · · · · · ·


 =



· · · · · · · · ·
· · ·∑i e(A(· · · , hi, · · · , sm, · · ·) ×B(· · · , ki, · · · , ln, · · ·)) · · ·
· · · · · · · · ·


 (2)
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rule matrix vector product →
composition

scan[1]
dot product
scan[2]

condition
local countLoopList1, countLoopList2 : [hierarchy]

TERM[1], TERM[2] : instance
control dep(dot product,scan[1],true)
scan[1].hier = -(-,countLoopList1,-(TERM[1],-))
TERM[1] = assign
subexp in exp(scan[1].array scan.array inst,TERM[1].lhsExp)
scan[2].hier = -(-,countLoopList2,-)
countLoopList1 = countLoopList2
scan[1].array scan.scan index = scan[2].array scan.scan index
scan[1].range = scan[2].range = whole
scan[1].stride = scan[2].stride = sweep
((scan[2].array scan.array inst = dot product.array1 struct.inst &

scan[2].array scan.subscr pos "= dot product.array1 struct.subscr pos)
|
(scan[2].array scan.array inst = dot product.array2 struct.inst &
scan[2].array scan.subscr pos "= dot product.array2 struct.subscr pos)

)
TERM[2] = last(dot product.accum struct.stmList)
dep chain(TERM[2],TERM[1])

Fig. 1. Recognition rule of the matrix vector product concept.

where VMPhkl is the matrix-vector product, defined in 1, and DPhk
mn is the

dot product operation. The operation involves the h-th and s-th dimensions of
the A array, and the k-th and l-th dimensions of the B array. The result is
a bidimensional array, which can be assigned to a page of a multidimensional
array.

The recognition rule for the matrix matrix product is presented in figure
2. We illustrate the 2 in the following.

Its main component is the matrix vector product concept. The other com-
ponents are two instances of the scan concept. The first scan instance (scan[1])
scans a dimension of the array, which records the result of the matrix-vector
product. The second scan instance (scan[2]) scans the s-th dimension (cfr. eq:
2) of the “vector” array of the matrix vector product. It has to be of course
different from the dimension (h-th in 2) involved in the matrix-vector product.
The two scans must share their count loop subconcepts, in order to scan the
two dimensions of the two arrays at the same time. These dimensions have to be
completely scanned, in sequence (for both the scan concepts, the range attribute
must be whole and step must be sweep). Finally, the matrix product instance
must be control dependent from the scan[1] instance.
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rule matrix matrix product →
composition

scan[1]
matrix vector product
scan[2]

condition
local countLoopList1, countLoopList2 : [hierarchy]
control dep(matrix vector product,scan[1],true)
scan[1].array scan.array inst =

matrix vector product.res vector struct.inst
scan[1].array scan.subscr pos "=

matrix vector product.res vector struct.matr vec subscr pos
scan[1].hier = -(-,countLoopList1,)
scan[2].hier = -(-,countLoopList2,-)
countLoopList1 = countLoopList2
scan[1].array scan.scan index = scan[2].array scan.scan index
scan[1].range = scan[2].range = whole
scan[1].stride = scan[2].stride = sweep
scan[2].array scan.array inst =

matrix vector product.vector struct.inst
scan[2].array scan.subscr pos "=

matrix vector product.vector struct.dot prod subscr pos

Fig. 2. Recognition rule for the matrix matrix product concept.

5 Conclusion

In this paper a production-rule based hierarchical concept parsing recognition
technique, and a formalism for the specification of algorithmic concepts have
been presented.

The main contributions of the work presented can be summarized in the fol-
lowing: – definition of a formalism for the specification of algorithmic concepts,
based on Higher Order Attributed Grammars, suitable for expressing in a flexi-
ble but exact way the compositional hierarchy and relationships among them, at
any level within the hierarchy; – systematic utilization of structural properties
(control, data dependence structure) more than syntactical one, in the definition
and characterization of the algorithmic concepts; the utilization of powerful tech-
niques for the analysis at the structural level (such as array dependences), and
their abstraction; – utilization of symbolic analysis techniques for expressions, to
face the syntactic variation problems not solvable through the algorithmic char-
acterization at the structural level; – development of a technique for automated
hierarchical concept parsing, which implements the mechanism of hierarchical
abstraction defined by the grammar, utilizing the first order logic programming
(Prolog); – representation of the concept instances recognition within the code,
and of their hierarchical structure, through an Abstract Hierarchical Program De-
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pendence Graph; – focus on algorithms and algorithmic variations within code
developed for scientific computing and High Performance Computing.
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